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SPRING EXTRAVAGANZA
by Cheryl & Rich Beverly
Friday May 3 to Sunday May 5 - Make your plans
today!
Terry with Smokey Mountain Meadows is now accepting
camping reservations. Also, the online registration is up
and running!! Come join us for another great weekend
of paddling, bar-b-que and camping at Smokey Mountain
Meadows. Saturday evenings bar-b-que will be
catered. So, no need to worry about bringing anything.
Bar-b-que is $5 for members that sign up and pay online,
$12 for non members and $10 at the door for members
Tent and RV sites are available as well as a few cabins.
Contact info: Terry, Smoky Mountain Meadows
Campground 755 East Alarka Rd Bryson City NC 28713
919-488-3672 info@smokymtnmeadows.com
WWW.smokymtnmeadows.com
We'll have paddling trips scheduled for all three days for
all skill levels. Trip Coordinators are needed - so please
volunteer!! So that the club and coordinators know how
many to expect, please rsvp online at http://
www.gapaddle.com
Thanks and hope to see everyone there!
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STEPPING IT UP: TELLICO RIVER LEDGES
by Stephen Walker
Level 2.5ft
1.21.13
Stopping to look at Baby Falls parking lot to have a look on
my way to the put in to meet Jesse and Jill Hebden, I ran into
Randy Hamilton, his pal Jeff, and Ruthie Norton, none of
whom I have met face to face before, and I only knew Randy
from FB. Turns out they are great folks who were along for
the ride down with the Hebdens! Before heading on to the
put in they took me down to have a look. Video/pics don't
do it justice. The approach looked hairy to me and just
below is diaper wiper, a rapid that looked like a total mess,
filled with must-boof rapids. So… if I mess this up I'm gonna
get beat up pretty good. The eddy below Baby Falls is like a
washing machine at this level and you have to work to stay
put. The hole on river right at Baby looks mean as hell. Well,
it was a sunny January day, and I was here after a very long
drive, and the folks showing me down were excellent
boaters. If Jesse asks me to go paddle something… well you
can take that to the bank.
I've never been that nervous at a put in before! I thought to
myself, “What did you get us into?!” I am sure it was written all
over my face… frozen into a shit eating grin of “I’m NOT
going to die today” mantras running on repeat while vivid
images of First Ledge (yes I river necked all the way to the
put in) danced in my head. I brought both paddles, decided
on the old beater. Jana would kill me if I lost her incredible
Christmas present!
We got started and it was 150% focus, the rapids leading up
to first ledge interesting and somewhat challenging, Jesse
guiding me with his perfect mix of verbal details and hand
gestures. Dunno what it is about his presence, but it has the
same calming and confidence-enduing effect Jeff West had on
me. You can see Jeff’s style all over Jesse, and sometimes
following him I would swear it was a ghost in front of me.
Everyone was awesome, encouraging, and jovial. I could tell
folks were keeping an eye on me, I was a wild card to
everyone by Jesse and Jill. There were a few glances when I
told them I had been down the Ocoee only twice, and that
was my biggest whitewater.
First Ledge is the first in a long series of BOOFS. I have not
really spent much time working on boofs. Never really
understood why it was necessary on rivers like the Cartecay,
Upper Hooch or the Nanty. While definitely fun to do on

rocks, I would really rather paddle my boats for a long time
to come without having to weld, patch, glue and duct tape.
But now I get it. There are rivers where boofing is an
essential part of navigating the run. I knew that from reading,
but to see and experience it first hand is a whole other
revelation.
There was much banter and laughs in the group, but I was
pretty shaky and kept pretty quiet. Watching the different
lines people took, I sometimes held back, but mostly
followed Jesse’s every move- well all except for the
masterfully well timed strokes with pinpoint accuracy!
Beginning to breathe again, we run up on first ledge and then
run it before I am realize where we were. I don’t hear very
well to begin with, add the roar of the river and my helmet
to that and I can hear about half of what people say. I had
just read the accident report the night before, and conditions
were nothing like what happened. However, I have never
really liked big drops. I paddle a Funrunner, and like to plop
into every single hole I can sideways, backwards or upside
down on the Nanty. I made it cleanly over the hole, no
problem at all. Whew.
Things went very well, and we pulled off to scout Baby. Jesse
described the move in detail as Jill, Randy and Ruthie showed
me how it was done. Then there is an ass hat in nothing but
shorts strolling out into the top to impress his girlfriend.
Washed over and plopped right into the pool river right,
which is not a great place to be. As we are going over the
run he slogs up and states that the water is cold. Great. Jesse
is next down, then, Jeff (as good natured a guy as they come)
sends me off.
I hit the line ok, and landed in soft, pillowy happiness. It felt
fantastic! Apparently I was too far right but the second run I
got farther left, made a sloppy boof of the exposed rock and
I landed like a ton of bricks. I prefer the first line for now, but
apparently that risks getting sucked into to a fantastical beat
down with more to come through Diaper Wiper. On into
that. It was not what I expected from looking at it. You are
supposed to paddle straight at a large rock and slide off it and
shoot sideways half way across the river. Instead, I turned
and lined up to surf/ferry a hole and surfed it until it spit me
out the other side, and down the last part of the rapid. All in
about 10 seconds. It just felt like the right way for me to run
that one. Was not interested in hitting that rock!
Scouting Jerrod’s Knee, I really was leery of this very long
and very complicated rapid. Again, you have to boof on the
Ledges, no getting around many of them. Gotta work on the
boof! It was made more complicated by a series of eddy
hops, some of which are really tight, some hairy ferries and a
large strainer at the back end of one of the last eddys,
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thought it was a big eddy. I flipped half way through, and lost
my equilibrium for a bit. I realized just how close I came to
vertical ledge which would have likely pinned me on it’s lip.
Ran through another part and half dazed looked at the eddy
with a cold blank stare and thought, the hell with it, gonna
run the rest backwards. Only thing is, I am not where I
thought I was and was facing upstream. Disoriented suddenly
realized I was headed right into that big ol’ tree top strainer.
Made it with some crazy antics that likely made my friendly
chaperones a tad nervous. That could have been a real bad
moment. Respect all of the Tellico and any river for that
matter, but if you get befuddled, find the nearest eddy and
stay there for a while before moving on. Trouble was I never
hit that eddy, if I had, it would have been a lost less tense for
me!
So, made it through one run. Second run next. Whew. I took
me a minute to re-live all that had happened in just over an
hour. It seemed like 4 hours! Off again. Second run was clean
as well, and felt comfortable enough to watch more closely
other lines people were taking. All sorts of places to go,
holes to punch, waves to surf With the nerves settled down
a bit (though was still very nervy for until we went over 1st
ledge) We had a swim to deal with but nothing too bad.
Took a while for the paddle to come out of that hole at First.
Everything else went well, and the second run of Baby no
problem. Ended up running Diaper the exact same way I ran
it before, though that was not my intention at all. I am still
not sure how the others managed to hit that rock spin! Then
on down to the Knee again. Ok, time to get serious! Caught
MOST of the eddys that one should but ended up way to far
left on the final drop, which I was told to stay away from
because of a pinning rock in the middle of that area. Washed
right over it though. Maybe it is less of an issue at 2.5 feet
level.
The Middle Tellico was a total blast! I was told not to relax
too much just because we are down from the ledges, but I
gotta say it was the first time I leaned back and stretched out
all day other than the put in! There is a lot going on the
middle, totally fun and totally worth it. At 2.5 ft it was like
the Ocoee but much more narrow. Yes there are some
tricky areas and some holes you should avoid at that level
but overall a veritable playground!
Overall, the Tellico Ledges is not for the faint of heart. Be
sure to feel confident making moves on the Ocoee and not
have and dislike of larger drops like I did. You should be able
to move from eddy to eddy through rapids on the Ocoee,
ferry across a surf wave in big current, and above all be
comfortable with boofs both big and small. And a solid roll is,
as ever, critical to enjoying your day.
Thank you to Jesse A Hebden, Jill Van Cott Hebden, Randy
Hamilton, Jeff and Ruthie for showing me down!
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CHATTAHOOCHEE RIVER KEEPER TRIPS
Paddle Trips for 2013

Get Out On the River with CRK!
We all know that paddling is great exercise, can be relaxing, and
provides a sense of adventure. And as with our cleanups, we’ve
found that paddling also develops a sense of “river community,”
helps us identify negative impacts to the river and educates our
participants about the value of watersheds for recreation and
wildlife habitat. But when it comes down to the essential reason why
people paddle … it’s FUN! Check out our 2013 trips below and
make plans to join us! 2013 CRK/CRNRA RIVER
DISCOVERY TRIPS Enjoy any or all of these ranger-led paddle
trips within the Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area.
These trips are in partnership with the National Park Service.
June 29, 2013 – Buford Dam to McGinnis Ferry July 13, 2013 –
Jones Bridge to Island Ford August 17, 2013 – Morgan Falls to
Paces Mill (SUNSET PADDLE)
2013 CAMPING AND PADDLING TRIPS CRK’s camp and
paddle trips have become a favorite within our paddling community.
Be sure to mark your calendar and enjoy two nights of camping and
two days of paddling in some of the most gorgeous sections of the
Chattahoochee.
April 27-28, 2013 – Headwaters Water Trail Camp and Paddle
Trip: Sautee to Mossy Creek October 12-13, 2013 – McIntosh
Reserve Camping and Paddling Trip: McIntosh Reserve to Franklin,
GA
2013 PADDLE CLEANUPS
The cleanups below are annual events, but check back frequently as
we will add paddle cleanups throughout the year.
April 13, 2013 – Paddle Cleanup – component of the Sweep the
Hooch Multi-Site Cleanup June 8, 2013 – Clean the Race Course
(in preparation for the River Race & Festival)
August 10, 2013 – CRK and Trout Unlimited Paddle Cleanup

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Fees: One-day paddle trips – $35
per boat (solo or tandem); two-day camping
and paddling trips - $75 per boat (solo or
tandem). There is no charge to participate in a
Paddle Cleanup.
Participants receive a one-year
individual CRK membership.
Registration required. All paddle
trips have a maximum capacity – we encourage
you to register early to ensure participation.
Details will be provided in your
confirmation email after registration and
specific trip details will be emailed to you one
week prior to the trip date.
Each participant is required to sign a
CRK Liability Waiver. This may be
submitted as an authorized as electronic
signature during the registration process or
print a copy and bring it with you. Click here
to preview the CRK Liability Waiver.
Boating equipment is not provided
for any CRK paddle trip or cleanup. Click
here for a list of local outfitters. These
trips are intended for kayaks and canoes only –
inflatable boats are not permitted. Personal
flotation devices (or PFDs) must be worn on all
CRK paddle trips.
Shuttling is a group effort and
typically we will meet around 9 a.m. at the putin to unload all boats and shuttle to the takeout before we get on the river. Details will be
emailed to you prior to the trip.
Youth Age Requirements: If
paddling solo, paddler must be at least 15 years
old. If paddling tandem, youth must be at least 8
years of age and accompanied by an adult at
least 21 years of age.

MLK WEEKEND TRIP REPORT
by Lamar Phillips
Six members of the GCA traveled to the panhandle of Florida
to paddle on Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Led by our
trusted leader Lamar and his first mate Buddy, their crew
consisted of Pat, Sandy, Richard and Dick (last names are not
necessary since we know our own).
After a filling breakfast of sausage and biscuits, we prepared
for our adventure on the Sweetwater/Juniper river, and whoa
what an adventure is was. After leaving the shuttle car we
proceeded to the put-in (that was an adventure in and of
itself). As we floated around the first bend of the river we
were greeted with a logjam that demanded that we go up and
over for there was no other way since no one had a machete
to cut a path through the brush. At this point, Buddy and
Lamar decided that the best way to proceed was to turn
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around and return to the put-in. The other four decided to
continue and what a mistake that was. We climbed over,
pushed boats (sans paddlers) under deadfalls, and crawled up
the river banks in order to ‘paddle’ down river. We only had
to go 5 miles or so where we would be met by the Captain
and First Mate. It took us over 3 hours and about 8 more
logjams for us to get there. The last 3 miles were without
incident and were paddled in about 45 minutes. We later
were told that nobody had paddled that section of the river
since a hurricane years ago.
Sunday found us paddling about 11 miles of a beautiful
Coldwater River that ended with us watching folks on the zip
lines at Adventures Unlimited.
Monday morning, Pat ,Sandy, Richard and Dick paddled a
beautiful and tranquil section of the Blackwater River before
loading up and heading back to Georgia.

LITTLE RIVER CANYON CHAIRLIFT TRIP REPORT
by Jim Tebbel
Trip Report: Little River Canyon - Chairlift Section Paddlers:
Lisa Haskell, Brian Paradis, Jim Tebbel, Samantha and Jeremy
Thompson, Dane White, and Jed Dugger.

PFD for myself and a couple others. The water in the canyon
was running around 760 cfs, incredibly clear, and very cold.
Beautiful blueish green, but clear. The deep canyon doesn't get
a lot of direct sun in most places, so it stays pretty cool.
Heeding some good advice about how remote this run is, I
had packed some warm dry clothes and other overnight gear
in a large, heavy dry-bag stowed in my stern. I'm not saying
that extra dry-bag contributed to the later carnage, but...
I partnered up with Jed and we started working on catching
eddies through the first few rapids. I don't remember the
name of the rapid where I flipped following Jed into an eddy,
but it was cold. I missed my first roll attempt bumping into
Jed's boat, but came right up on the other side. Brrr, that was
cold...
Our first scout was at Eddy Hop / Blue Hole Memorial from
river left, and clean runs all around.
Next we scouted Bottleneck from river right. It was a good
scramble over boulders to scout the main drop and holes.
Bottleneck reminds me of Bull Sluice on 3.5, with a couple of
drop chutes to hit in order to make the big eddy, then the
large final drop into the big hole (Or several other eddys to
catch if you're feeling good!) I got spun around after the first
chute and had to back-paddle away from the hole, but had
plenty of time to make the 2nd chute.

At the suggestion of Jay Davis, we came a bit early so we
could check out Little River Falls before meeting up.
Spectacular views all around!

Dane ran first to show us the line, and flipped at the bottom
and swam. Samantha and Lisa flipped and got their rolls. I
flipped in the hole after trying to stand my boat on end, and
after a couple failed roll attempts, I was pushed into some
boulders and swam. (Dry suits are the best!)

We met our trip leaders, Dane and Jed, at Canyon Mouth
Park. We consolidated boats and headed up to the put-in at
Eberhart Point. A quick stop to look at Entrance rapid on
Johnnie's Creek, and then we were at the put-in. Breathtaking
views again from the top of the canyon, and a long but easy
trail down to the river. I'm guessing the Chairlift put-in trail is
close to a mile in length, and about a 400 ft drop in altitude.
We did the boat drag down the hill; I didn't see anyone
carrying a boat.

After bottle neck, several more fun II-III rapids without
incident, until we reached Gonad Muncher (or is it Gonad
Grabber?) Our plan was, I would follow Jed and boof into a 4
foot drop. We tried that - Jed took the boof and landed nicely.
I followed, but didn't make such a good landing. I flipped, and
after knuckle-dragging on the rocks for a while, again couldn't
hit the roll. I swam the rest of the rapid and large wave train.
Feeling a little more sketchy at this point, but -- dry suits are
the best!

As we put on, I knew I was definitely the sketchiest, weakest
paddler on the trip. Was I ready for this? Yeah, I think so. A

Finished the rest of the run with no further swims. After
(Continued on page 6)

Keeping In Touch
To contact GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357 .
Group mail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members share information of general interest. To sign up, send and e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and links to Eddy
Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
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dropping off Dane at his truck at the put-in, we came back
down to watch Jeremy, Samantha, and Brian run Entrance on
Johnnie's Creek. Great lines were run by all!
LRC Chairlift was a good big step up for me, but incredibly
fun. Dane White did a great job showing us down, and I'll look
forward to doing this run again. Was I ready for this?
Sketchy... Not happy with myself for swimming twice. But I'll
be ready for next time!

3RD ANNUAL SWEEP THE HOOCH
3rd Annual Sweep the Hooch
1 day, 21 sites, and TONS OF TRASH! Saturday, April
13, 2013 Chattahoochee River National Recreation
Area

For the third year, we are gearing up for another BIG cleanup
on April 13! While it’s obvious to most that river cleanups
improve the quality of our water, we’ve discovered that they
do much more than that. Cleanups are also a great way to
develop a sense of “river community” – this is your chance
to volunteer and be part of this community. CRK, National
Park Service and Trout Unlimited have joined together
to organize this multi-site cleanup within the 48 miles of the
Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area. We
will be tackling 13 Park Units and paddling eight segments.
Our inaugural cleanup resulted in 2.76 tons of trash
with 1,500 pounds of material we recycled – all with
the support of over 360 Volunteers. Last year, we
picked up 3.81 tons of trash, 1.2 tons of which were
recycled, with the assistance of 445 Volunteers.
Following is a breakdown of the duties ...

VOLUNTEER ASSIGNMENTS: Volunteers are
labeled Walkers, Waders, and Paddlers. Each site has a
capacity and will close once we reach that capacity – so
register early! All Volunteers will receive a Sweep the Hooch
Water Bottle! WALKERS are land-based volunteers who
will pick up trash and perform trail maintenance. At some
sites, walkers will specifically target invasive non-native
vegetation (such as privet). The following locations are
available for walkers: McGinnis Ferry, Island Ford, Gold
Branch, Johnson Ferry, Cochran Shoals/Powers Island, Sope
Creek, Paces Mill/Rottenwood Creek (sponsor site) and
Whitewater Creek. WADERS are volunteers equipped with
waders or wading boots and are needed at select sites. These
volunteers will collect trash from the shallow water areas, and
from areas on the river bank which are accessed most easily
from the river and streamside trails. Volunteers must
provide their own waders. The following locations
are available for waders: Bowman’s Island, Settles Bridge,
Jones Bridge, Island Ford and Whitewater Creek.
PADDLERS will be utilizing kayaks and canoes and traveling
between 3-5 miles per segment. Kayaks/Canoes are useful in
collecting debris from portions of the river which will not be
accessed from the land side. Volunteers must provide
their own kayaks and/or canoes. Need to rent? Click
here to view a list of local outfitters. The following
locations are available for paddlers: Buford Dam (Lower
Overlook) to Settles Bridge (5 miles), Settles Bridge to
McGinnis (4 miles), Jones Bridge (Fulton Side) to Garrard
Landing (4 miles), Garrard Landing to Island Ford (5 miles),
Azalea Park (in and out), Morgan Falls Park (above dam, in and
out), Johnson Ferry to Powers Island (4 miles) and Powers
Island to Paces Mill (3 miles – experienced paddlers only) .
SITE TEAM LEADS. Each site requires two Team Leaders
who can check in volunteers and then provide instruction on
what needs to be accomplished at that site. During the
registration process, you can select if you want to be a
lead. All Team Leads are required to attend the Site
Team Lead Meeting on April 10th at 7:00pm at the
CRNRA Headquarters. This is important as we will be
providing details about the site and also you can pick up your
cleanup gear.
TEAMS. We welcome teams, but all volunteers must register
individually. During the registration process, you can enter
your Team Name.
To learn more about the locations, click here to view a
map of the entire CRNRA. Each participant is required to
sign the CRK Liability Waiver. Click here to read the CRK
Liability Waiver. This form will be authorized as an
electronic signature during the registration process. .
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2013 ACA Whitewater Open Canoe Downriver
National Championships

2013 GLACIER BREAKER

Efforts are underway to hold the 2013 American Canoe
Association's (ACA) Whitewater Open Canoe
Downriver (WWOCD) National Championships on the
Nantahala River, as they were in 2012. These efforts are
being led by Keith Havens, chair of ACA's WWOCD
committee. Requests for information about the event
should be directed to him at khavens@albion.edu. Basic
information is set forth below.

by John Pinyerd (Friend of Wildwater)

Dates: June 16-19, 2013
Schedule:
Sprints each day of same classes as distance races;
Sprints are 7:30 a.m. start, Distance race 8:45 a.m. start.
Practice Day: Sunday, June 16
DAY 1: Monday, June 17: Sprints: OC-2 Men, OC-1
Women; Distance: OC-2 Men, OC-1 Women, Youth
races
DAY 2: Tuesday, June 18: Sprints: OC-2 Mixed, OC-2 JrSr.; Distance OC-2 Mixed, OC-2 Jr-Sr
DAY 3: Wednesday, June 19: Sprints: OC-2 Women,
OC-1 Men; Distance OC-2 Women, OC-1 Men
The photo below is of Payson Kennedy racing through
Nantahala Falls in the 2012 ACA WWOCD Nationals.

The 2013 Glacier Breaker (Feb 23 – 24) was a really neat
race and a tale of "something old, something new, and
something blue". Before I get into that, I should mention
what a great job the NOC/NRC does in running all of
their Slalom and Wildwater races. They are truly the
premier outfitter and racing organizations in the SE, and of
course, Chris Hipgrave always does an outstanding job
with running Wildwater races.
What was "Old"? Well that's easy. That would be Bern
and me. I was delighted to have been able to attend what
probably amounts to my 25th G.B. and I am guessing Bern
has another dozen on me. The other constant was that the
"annual beer cup" competition between Bern and me is
alive and well.
The bulk of my training this winter has been for general
fitness with some distance paddling on flatwater and easy
whitewater. My lack of any speed work training on
whitewater really came to light in the sprint, which in
years past would have been a strong point for me. But this
year, during the sprint, I did not dare even go anaerobic,
but instead hit my comfort zone in whitewater and stayed
there. As a result, Bern dusted me in the sprint, along with
most of the kayaks (as they should).
The "Classic" distance race was another story. The aerobic
base I have built up with something like 40-50,000 miles of
paddling over my lifetime is still alive and well. I was able
to push the tippy Bala C-1 along at a solid aerobic pace
with the strategy of picking it up in the flats and minimizing
my errors in the whitewater. As a result, I finished just
5.1% back off the lead kayak and 5th boat overall. My time
was 20 seconds faster than last year even with the finish
line being moved to below the new World Championship
Rodeo Rapid. But these are also Bern's strengths too, and
he finished 2nd overall in the Classic, and just 1.6% back.
It's amazing just how fast he is, and I gladly turned the
"beer cup" over to him until our next race.
What was "New"? With Chris Hipgrave sitting on the
sidelines with the flu, Terry Smith in shoulder rehab, and
the absence of former team members like JP Bevilaqua,
Tierney O'Sullivan, and Haley Popp, there was a brand new
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

group of winners in the both the Men's and the
Women's kayak classes.
In Men's Kayak, former Wildwater Team Member, Jack
Krupnick, was the winner both days (in both the Classic
and the Sprint). Rick Thomson, who has blazing fast
sprint speeds, is really starting to master his new
Millennium and finished 2nd in the Sprint, and 3rd in the
Classic, for a combined total of 2nd overall. Stephen
Smith was 3rd overall.
Selena Popp, a junior, dominated the women's kayaks,
but in true NOC fashion, we broke her out into a
separate category like we did for me in C-1 and Tom
Popp in OC-1. This paved the way for Francheska
Barreto, who had very solid runs both days, to be the
overall senior K-1W winner. Up and comer Sara Smith
was the fastest in the classic and finished second overall
in the category.
Another new item this weekend is that it was great to
see Warren Wilson College bring about a dozen folks to
the race! Last but not least in what's new is that there
was a confirmed "Rob Murphy" sighting this weekend
(and he raced well in his debut back into the sport).
What was "Blue"? The Nanty is never warm, and if
you have ever "swam" it in the winter you know the
"Glacier Breaker" name fit's it well. As it turns out, the
Warren Wilson team had a couple swims and kept on
going. Gee, you have to respect them for that… blue
body parts and all. ?
For complete results see: www.usawildwater.com/
news/2013/130224-GB-Results.pdf

Photo by Rick Thompson
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MOSTLY ANNUAL GROUND HOG DAY TUNNEL RUN
by Vincent Payne
Most of the last ten or so years I have led a winter trip
on the Etowah River from Castleberry Bridge to Hwy 53
Bridge. This section is appropriately known as the
Tunnel Section because it includes a tunnel through a
mountain. The tunnel is seven foot by seven foot a runs
about a quarter mile through a mountain cutting off
about three miles of river.
The participants need moving water skills, winter
paddling clothes, and the ability to self rescue should
there be any mayhem in the tunnel. This year we had 13
paddlers and twelve boats. All K1’s except for two
tandem canoes, one paddled solo by David Brytowski
and the other paddled by the OC2 team of myself and
Keith Haskell on our maiden voyage. The kayaker were,
in no particular order, Randy Barfield, Jimmy Jones,
Megan Jones, Tony Butler, Bo Roland, Lisa Haskell,
Richard Salenfriend, Carol Reiser, Larry Tomlinson, and
Jeffrey Engle.
After setting shuttle and dispensing with other
formalities, our merry band hit the river. The morning
temperature was in the mid twenties and expected to hit
the low forties. I don’t think we ever saw it get that
warm. After an uneventful run through the small rapids
we arrived at the tunnel entrance. The sky began to
drop snow flakes on us. The water level this year was
around six. Most times we find it closer to two (by
rounding up.) It had been at ten earlier in the week, The
river was still within the banks so we are good right?
At the entrance Keith and I crawled into the river
hanging onto a rope. I did not want to get swept down
stream sans the canoe. I could see about three quarters
the amount of light that I normally expect to see. With
the water level higher that made sense. I also thought
that I could see some “bounce” in the water level. This
concerned me because it could be a limb in the water.
Without telling Keith what I thought I was seeing I gave
him the free end of the rope and asked him to take a
look. He confirmed that there could be something
causing water line to bounce. He thought it might be the
waves inside, We reported this back to the group.
Reminded them that everyone needs to make their own
decision to run it or not and that there is no shame in
paddling around so that you live to paddle it another
day.

David volunteered to run it first in his 15 foot canoe. I
offered to paddle around with anyone that wanted to
pass on the tunnel this day. No takers. Keith and I then
chose to paddle sweep. We staggered the boats about
two minutes apart so that we would not run over any
swimmers. Carol helped with the timing. The first canoe
crashed and burned on what I’d like to describe as the
second drop. There is no second drop but Larry carried
a powerful light and said the water was rushing up onto
the tunnel walls then crashing back into big waves mid
stream. All but one kayak made it without incident. One
young lady (who shall remain nameless) did bruise her
foot about mid tunnel. As Keith and I pointed the
Whitesell toward the tunnel, I mentioned “we are good
candidates for a swim today”. Smack. There it was, the
kiss of death. Second drop, the wave Larry saw, slapped
us into the wall river right. I executed a perfect advanced
move, the elbow rock brace, but failed to right the boat.
Hanging onto the canoe in the current, we tried to
dump the water but gave up and walked out. There are
places in the tunnel that are chest deep and floor is
covered with wood. It’s a very creepy place to hike.
Caught by the current at the exit I floated feet up into
the pool only to smack a submerged rock. Somehow
Keith missed it. He is favored by the gods. David tells me
that he thinks he hit that rock hard enough to move it. I
doubt that. It was probably just his spine collapsing.
Well the unnamed young lady needed a lift to the main
river where she forced her shoe back on got in her boat
and paddled out. She is a tough one. I whined about my
broken butt for the rest of the day. Okay, I am still
whining about it. Everyone seemed pleased with their
run and loved the beautiful scenery of this small North
Georgia River. Did the ground hog see his shadow?
Who cares? We got to spend the day on the river.
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2012/2013 ECUADOR TRIP REPORT
by Mary Mills
Dec 22nd to January 5th
When the weather starts turning at home, I head south to
kayak with Endless River Adventures in Ecuador. This was
my third trip to Ecuador.
After spending a Saturday in Quito, we headed off for the
Rio Quijos Eco Lodge. ERA built the lodge last season so
the guests could stay in luxury. A few hundred yards from
the Eco Lodge is the Quijous River beach where exotic
birds fill the air. The cabins have hot water and you can
flush the toilet paper (anyone who has traveled to S.
America will understand this statement). The lodge is
equipped with a nice bar, hammocks, and tables. It is a
wonderful place to relax. There are lots of walking trails
that wind through the forest.
The first day in Ecuador, we dropped our stuff and did the
Borja section of the Quijos. This was the first year my skills
were good enough to run the Quijos. It was super fun big
water! Best part was the take out was right at the lodge.
We just walked from the beach to our rooms!
The second day of paddling was a full day on the Lower
Quijos, more big water fun, plenty of places to play, work
on skills, and lunch at an incredible beach by a gorge.
Lunch was provided by ERA is a treat. There were many
sandwich options, fresh bread, fresh avocado, and a
mystery fruit of the day.
Day three, we headed to Archidona/Tena area, about a two
-hour drive over a pass into the Oriente. There we spent
time on the Jatunyacu, which means “big water” in
Quechua. We spent Christmas Day here in the sun and in
the company of great friends. When we hit the first wave
train and I saw those fifteen-foot breaking waves, I about
died of fright. But then I realized how absolutely fun they
were. So, picture eighteen-miles of huge wave train action
with just incredible scenery! Lots of play holes.
The next day, the group was headed back to the Quito, but
I decided not to go. When the van headed back to the
river, I did some exploring around Borja. I am a teacher, so
went to a local elementary school and just walked in. No
one seemed to care. I walked around a bit and talked to
the teachers and students. As I was leaving a third grade
teacher saw me and invited me into her class. I speak
enough Spanish and was able to tell her that I was a teacher
in the US. She had the students tell me about school, we

did a mini English lesson, and the kids showed me their
math lesson for the day. That was so cool. I walked back up
the street to find a cab and ran into the two ERA
employees who were shopping. After loading up on
supplies for the next two days, the owner of the store gave
us a lift back to the lodge for $2. If you have to spend
some down time, the Eco Lodge is great place to do it. Ken
took me down to the pond and we worked on some flycasting. I walked on the trails, read in the hammock, sat by
the river, and had a wonderful relaxing afternoon. Pelle,
Danny, and I got a cab to Dona Cleo’s for dinner and had a
great time.
We had another day between trips, so Danny, Pelle, Pelle’s
dad, and I hired a driver to take us to see San Rafael falls, a
500-foot waterfall. Sadly, there is a dam under construction
on the Lower Quijos and the falls will likely be dry next
year. It was a short mile hike to the overlook. It was one of
the most impressive things I have seen. Pellle and Papa
were taking a bus to Lagos Agrio, so we hit the town of
Reventador, named after the active volcano that you can
see smoking from the lodge as well, to get some lunch. All
five of us ate for $18 and had soup, drinks, either steak or
chicken, and rice. After returning to the lodge I did some
fly fishing again and relaxing.
New Years Eve in Ecuador is a treat. You basically light
things on fire, lots of things. They have these small effigies
of people that you burn and jump over. Judy Ranelli played
the guitar all night and we sang songs, drank champagne,
wine, and beer. Perfect way to end 2012.
I paddled a Recon on the next trip. We enjoyed more big
water fun on 3 sections of the Quijos and the Jatunyacu.
There was this huge, dynamic wave called the Monkey
Wave. I had avoided it because Craig said it could back flip
a creek boat. I was behind Juliet and she just sailed up on it
so nicely and came down the other side. I thought if Juliet
can do it, I could do it. Well I hit that wave and who knew
a Recon can fly? Craig said I shot up airborne and did a
complete backflip. I rolled up and heard his famous giggle.
On our last day, I was determined to get on the Upper
Mishaulli again. I put on with much trepidation and nerves.
It is eight miles of non-stop boulder gardens, boofs, chutes,
and drops. I had five combat rolls! I had never run anything
like that.
After arriving back at the lodge we heard rain all night. The
Quijos was way too high for me to paddle so I hung out at
the lodge enjoying my last day relaxing.
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I will be spending Christmas and New Years in Ecuador
again. Ecuador is a unique place. I have traveled alone
there many times and have felt safe.
Rivers paddled:
Trip 1
Day 1; Borja to Lodge Section of the Quijos
Day 2: Lower Quijos
Day 3 Jatunyacu
Day 4 Jatunyacu (longer section)
Day 5 did not paddle
Day 6 Quijos (ended up at confluence of Oyacacchi)
Trip 2:
Day 1 Borja Section of the Quijos
Day 2 Lower Quijos
Day 3: Lower Mish or Upper Mish
Day 4 Jatunyacu
Day 5 Upper Mishaulli
Day 6 did not paddle
Side trips:
Quito tour
Art market in Quito
Oil Bird Cave
San Rafael Falls
Towns of Borja and Tena
Puerto Mishaulli
TeleferiQo in Quito
Some went to Otovalo
Hot Springs resort (at 14,000 feet)
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TRIP SCHEDULE
3/1

Stone Mountain Roll Practice

Everyone

Bryant Smith

3/1

West Cobb Roll Practice

Everyone

Francheska Thompson

3/2

Town Creek (Alabama)

Intermediate

Dane White 265-435-3827

3/4

Atlanta Roll Practice

Everyone

Kate Wilkerson

3/7

Macon Roll Practice

Everyone

Jimmy Jones

3/8

Stone Mountain Roll Practice

Everyone

Bryant Smith

3/8

West Cobb Roll Practice

Everyone

Francheska Thompson

3/10

Daylight Saving Time Begins

Congress

3/10

Peachtree City Roll Practice

Lisa Haskell

3/11

Atlanta Roll Practice

Everyone

Kate Wilkerson

3/14

Macon Roll Practice

Everyone

Jimmy Jones

3/15

Stone Mountain Roll Practice

Everyone

Bryant Smith

3/15

West Cobb Roll Practice

Everyone

Francheska Thompson

3/16

Cheoah

Advanced

Jesse Hebden 678-710-5368

3/18

Atlanta Roll Practice

Everyone

Kate Wilkerson

3/21

Macon Roll Practice

Everyone

Jimmy Jones

3/22

Stone Mountain Roll Practice

Everyone

Bryant Smith

3/22

West Cobb Roll Practice

Everyone

Francheska Thompson

Check the calendar on the GCA website at http://www.gapaddle.com for additional trips, social events, safety classes,

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — Call Cruise Master Jay Davis at 404-713-7586

Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Call Cruise Master Jay Davis at 404.713.7586. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all types of trips, from
flat-water to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up to coordinate a
trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information
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3/25

Atlanta Roll Practice

Everyone

Kate Wilkerson

3/28

Macon Roll Practice

Everyone

Jimmy Jones

3/29

Stone Mountain Roll Practice

Everyone

Bryant Smith

3/29

West Cobb Roll Practice

Everyone

Francheska Thompson

3/31

Easter

4/5

Stone Mountain Roll Practice

Everyone

Bryant Smith

4/6-7

Cheoah

Advanced

Jesse Hebden 678-710-5368

4/9

Social Meeting - Garden Hills
Community Center (map)

Everyone

Lamar Phillips

4/12

Stone Mountain Roll Practice

Everyone

Bryant Smith

4/13

Toccoa River

Trained Beginner

Jack Taylor

4/20

Toccoa River

Trained Beginner

Jack Taylor 770-988-0350

4/20-21

Cheoah

Advanced

Jesse Hebden 678-710-5368

4/22

Earth Day (Monday)

4/20

Cartecay Boatercross Race and Clean
Up

Everyone

Rick Thompson 678-907-1378

4/27

Cartecay

Trained Beginner

Jack Taylor

4/27

Nantahala Cascades -250 cfs

Advanced

4/28

Nantahala Cascades - 350 cfs

Advanced

770-988-0350

770-988-0350

WANT AD
For sale: Perception Revolution Cataraft $425
Fun, stable and maneuverable boat, no longer
manufactured. We use it to paddle novices down the
Nanty and experienced boaters on the Ocoee. Our
friends and family say "Don't sell" but we need the space.

KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT
Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The
Eddy Line bounce back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If email to you bounces back, you will be deleted
from the recipient list until we get an updated email address.
When GCA receives a mail failure notice in response to
an email to you on the GCA email list, you will be automatically unsubscribed by the listserve software. If your
email changes, please "unsubscribe" and re-subscribe with
your new address.
Thank you.
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COLUMBUS HOOCH
by Joey Robinson
Big developments on the Chattahoochee in Columbus
GA have taken place recently. On January 31st the
paddlers in Columbus were able to see the very first
drops of water to pass over the new $40,000 wave
shaper and were not disappointed. The test boaters Joey
Robinson (Outside World Outfitters) Hunter Katich
(Team Jackson), and Kyle Katich (Hunter's Father) were
waiting in the water as the North Highlands dam
released upward of 8,000cfs. The new wave shaper is
adjustable using hydraulic rams that allow two large
metal plates to move up or down to create a five foot
green wave, or a deep retentive play hole. As of right
now, Uptown Columbus has the wave shaper set to
create a large retentive wave during a full 8,000cfs
release, which takes place almost every evening and you
can see a line of local boaters waiting in the eddy almost
every night. The local paddlers describe the new wave as
“Amazing” and look forward to any chance they can get
to paddle on it. So if your local play wave has not been
coming in or you're just looking for a new place to play,
come down to Columbus where you have a reliable
wave that comes in every night. And if you don't have a
play boat, swing by The Outside World on Broadway
where they can rent you a boat just a block away from
the wave shaper.

Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views
and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by paddling organizations
having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not
constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised.
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DATES TO REMEMBER
March 11th - Juliet from Endless River Adventures
comes to Atlanta Roll Practice
April 9th - Social Gathering - Woody Callaway from
Liquid Logic is coming
May 3rd to May 5th - GCA Spring Extravaganza
June 12th - Juliet from ERA will come talk to us about
paddling internationally
August 13th - Columbus Whitewater Park Update from
Brent Troncalli

All About The Eddy Line
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print
or pdf format. To subscribe, contact Ed Schultz at
404.266.3734 or heloeddy@mindspring.com, or mail your
request to P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising
should be
sent
to
The Eddy Line,
at:
the_eddyline@yahoo.com.
Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and
commercial ads is the 15th of the previous month (e.g. August
15 for the September/October issue).

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters"
web page with links to those who support GCA
financially by advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those
who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when
you do, let them know you saw their Eddy Line ad and
appreciate their support. Thanks!

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASSOCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 7023
Atlanta, Georgia 30357

WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 800 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 2000 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

